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With more free preparation resources than any other language test, you are one step closer to getting the result you need for work, training or migration. Let's help you get the IELTS result you need. We will guide you to the best preparation materials and tips. IELTS Progress CheckIELTS provides access to online practice tests noted by official IELTS
experts. Choose from academic or general training and practice your writing, reading, listening, and speaking skills. Discover our moreIELTS Speaking CoachingIELTS Speaking Coaching gives you access to IELTS personal experts. Take a mock test from home and we'll give you a personal feedback report on how you can improve your IELTS speaking
score.Find our moreIELTS Assist helped you by the official IELTS experts. Complete an IELTS assistant task from home and we'll give you a personal feedback report on how you can improve your writing, reading or speaking IELTS.Find ours better for your test? If you are ready for the test, you can easily book your IELTS test online. Find the nearest IELTS
test center, select your preferred date and sit the test. With computer-supplied IELTS results you get in 5-7 days. Book your IELTS test The academic reading test lasts 60 minutes. There are 3 sections. The total length of the text is 2,150-2,750 words. Each section contains one long text. The texts are authentic and are taken from books, magazines,
magazines and newspapers. They are written for non-urgencizers and are on academic topics of general interest. The texts are appropriate and accessible to persons who accept tests entering undergraduate or postgraduate courses or seeking professional registration. The texts range from descriptive and factual to discursive and analytical. Texts may
contain nonverbal materials, such as diagrams, graphs or illustrations. If the texts contain technical terms, a simple glossary shall be provided. A variety of questions selected from the following types are used: selection with selection, identifying information, identifying writer's views/claims, matching information, matching headings, matching characteristics,
matching end of sentence, completing the sentence, completing the summary, completing notes, completing a table, filling in the chart, filling in the chart label, short answer questions. MarkingEach exact response gets 1 mark. The results of 40 are converted to the 9-band IELTS. The results shall be reported in whole and semi-groups. IELTS Academic
Reading Sample Tasks (Paper IELTS)Reply SheetDealers of writerPerformationPerformation Completion Of the graduation table (selecting words from text)Download taskOutd response (true / false / not given)Download taskDraw responseDraw taskTaping out responsesFully select (more than one answer)Download taskEquiment responseMuti selection
(one answer)Download taskLoad responsesTaload responsesTaload responsesOutout (selection from a list of words or phrases)Download taskCharging responsesSummari responsesSummari (selecting words from the text) Download task answersWout answersIn the reading test, you will answer 40 questions. Different types of questions are used, such as
multiple choices, true/false/not given, matching and sentences. Your answers are either correct or incorrect, so the marking is slightly different from the speaking and writing tests. You will get one check mark for each correct answer, the total number of points determining the group result. The tables below show the average number of points needed to
achieve a certain rating in academic order reading and General Training.Academic Reading.Academic Reading:Band score 5 = 15 of the crude score of 40Band score 6 = 23 of the crude score of 40Band score 7 = 30 of 40 Band score 8 = 35 of the raw result of 40% reading training:Band rating 4 = 15 of 40Band score 5 = 23 of 40Band score 6 = 30 out of 40
points from 40Band score 7 = 34 of 40Band score 8 = 38 of the raw result of 40TS gives access to help from official TSIEL experts. Perform a mock conversation or mock a written test and official expert IELTS will give you a personal feedback report on how you can improve. Explore the IELTS test format Test Yourself and get used to real-world test time
experience tasks similar to test tasks Review your responses by comparing with model responses The academic reading test includes three long texts that range from descriptive and factual to discursive and analytical. The texts are authentic and are taken from books, magazines, newspapers and magazines. They are selected as non-urgencies, but are
suitable for people who enter university courses or seek professional registration. Academic free reading questionsContinence: 60 minutes The academic writing test of IELTS consists of two tasks. The topics in these tasks are related to areas of common interest and are suitable for those who accept test theories, who enter bachelor's and postgraduate
qualifications or seek professional registration. Answers to both tasks must be written in a formal style. Task 1 You will be presented with a chart, table, chart, or chart, and you will be asked to describe, summarize, or explain the information in your own words. You may be asked to describe and present data, describe the stages of a process, how something
works, or describe an object, plan, or design. Task 2 You will be asked to write an essay in response to a point of view, argument, or problem. You will support your point of view with appropriate examples of your own knowledge and experience. Academic writing free sample questionsMist: 60 minutes The general writing training test includes two tasks that
are based on topics of common interest. Task 1 You will be presented with a situation and asked to write a letter requesting information or explaining the situation. The letter may be personal, semi-formulaic or by style. Task 2 You will be asked to write an essay in the argument or problem. The essay can be a little more personal in style compared to an
academic writing task. You will support your point of view with appropriate examples of your own knowledge and experience. General training Writing free sample questions The general learning reading test requires you to read excerpts from books, magazines, newspapers, notices, advertisements, company manuals and guidelines. These are materials
with which it is possible to meet daily in an English-speaking environment. There are three parts in the test, part 1 contains two to three short texts, Part 2 contains two texts and Part 3 contains one longer text. Total learning reading free sample duration of the question: 30 minutes The listening test is the same for IELTS academic test and IELTS general
training test. You'll need to answer 40 questions in response to four entries. You will listen to four recordings, which are a mix of monologues and conversations from a number of native speakers, and you will hear each recording only once. There are 10 questions for each part of the listening test. These questions test your ability to understand: Basic ideas
and detailed factual information The opinions and attitudes of speakers The purpose of speeches The ability to follow the development of ideas. Listening details: Record 1 Conversation between two people set in the daily social context. Record 2 Monologue set in a social context of everyday life, such as a speech about local facilities. Record 3
conversations between up to four people set in an educational or educational context, such as a university lecturer and a student discussing a task. Record 4 Monologue of an academic subject, for example, a university lecture. Listening to free sample questions Duration: 11 to 14 minutes Language test will evaluate the use of spoken English. The test will
last between 11 and 14 minutes, where you will discuss various topics with an IELTS reviewer. Your test will take place in a quiet room with an examiner who will encourage you to continue talking. Unlike the AI test, the IELTS examiner will be able to make you feel calm and confident. They are also able to understand their accent to ensure you get the best
possible result. There are three parts of the talking test. Part 1 The examiner will ask you general questions about yourself and a number of familiar topics, such as home, family, work, training, and interests. This part lasts between 4 and 5 minutes. Part 2 You will be given a task card and the reviewer will ask you to talk about a topic. You'il have one minute to
prepare before you talk for two minutes. The reviewer will then ask one or two questions on the same topic to complete this part of the test. Part 3 You will be asked additional questions related to the topic in Part 2. These questions will allow you to discuss more abstract ideas and questions. This part of the test lasts between 4 and 5 minutes. Talking free
questions for example
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